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Hazelwood School District 

Mission Statement 
We are a collaborative learning community guided by a relentless focus to ensure each student 

achieves maximum growth 

Vision Statement 
HSD will foster lifelong learners, productive citizens, and responsible leaders for an ever-

evolving society. 

Board of Education on January 5, 2010 

Goals 
Goal #1: Hazelwood students will meet or exceed state standards in all curricular area with 

emphasis in reading, writing, mathematics, science and social studies. 

Goal #2: Hazelwood staff will acquire and apply skills necessary for improving student 

achievement. 

Goal #3: Hazelwood School District, the community, and all families will support the learning of 

all children. 
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Curriculum Overview 

Given the speed with which scientific discoveries and research continuously expand scientific 

knowledge, many educators are faced with the challenge of balancing breadth of content 

coverage with depth of understanding. The Advanced Placement (AP) Chemistry course 

addresses this challenge by focusing on a model of instruction which promotes enduring, 

conceptual understandings and the content that supports them. This approach enables 

students to spend less time on factual recall and more time on inquiry-based learning of 

essential concepts and helps them to develop the reasoning skills to engage in the science 

practices used throughout their study of AP Chemistry.  

To foster a deeper level of learning, the breadth of content coverage in AP Chemistry is defined 

in a way that distinguishes content essential to support the enduring understandings from the 

many examples or applications that can overburden the course. Illustrative examples are 

provided that offer teachers a variety of optional instruction context to help their students 

achieve deeper understanding. Additionally, content that is outside the scope of the course and 

exam is also identified.  

Students who take an AP course, designed with this curriculum framework as its foundation, 

will also develop advanced inquiry and reasoning skills, such as designing a plan for collecting 

data, analyzing data, applying mathematical routines, and connecting concepts in and across 

domains. The result will be readiness for the study of advanced topics in subsequent college 

courses - a goal for every AP course.  

The AP Chemistry course is designed to be taken only after the successful completion of a first 

course in high school chemistry. Surveys of students who take the AP Chemistry exam indicate 

that the probability of achieving a score of 3 or higher is significantly greater for students who 

successfully complete a first course in high school chemistry prior to undertaking the AP 

chemistry course. Thus, it is strongly recommended that credit in the first year high schools 

chemistry course be a prerequisite for enrollment in an AP Chemistry class. In addition, the 

recommended mathematics prerequisite for an AP Chemistry class is the successful completion 

of a second-year algebra course. The advanced work in chemistry should not displace any other 

part of the student’s science curriculum. It is highly desirable that a student have a course in 

secondary school physics and a four-year college preparatory program in mathematics.  

Twenty-five percent of instructional time is devoted to inquiry based laboratory investigations. 

Students ask questions, make observations and predictions, design experiments, analyze data, 

and construct arguments in a collaborative setting, where they direct and monitor their 

progress. 
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The key concepts and related content that define the AP Chemistry course and exam are 

organized around underlying principles called the Big Ideas. They encompass core scientific 

principles, theories, and processes that cut across traditional boundaries and provide a broad 

way of thinking about the particulate nature of matter underlying the observations students 

make about the physical world. The following are Big Ideas:  

Big Idea 1: Structure of matter 

Big Idea 2: Properties of matter - characteristics, states, and forces of attraction 

Big Idea 3: Chemical reactions 

Big Idea 4: Rates of chemical reactions 

Big Idea 5: Thermodynamics 

Big Idea 6: Equilibrium 

Taken from AP Central 

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/pdf/ap-chemistry-course-and-exam-

description.pdf?course=ap-chemistry 
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COURSE TITLE: Advanced Placement Chemistry 

GRADE LEVEL: 11-12 

CONTENT AREA: Science 

Course Description: 

Students will investigate important areas of chemistry focusing on atomic theory, the periodic 
table, bonding, molecular structure, gas laws, kinetic molecular theory, and stoichiometry 
calculations. This course is designed to prepare students for the Chemistry Advanced 
Placement exam. During the second semester, students continue to investigate important 
areas of chemistry focusing on stoichiometry calculations, electrochemistry, properties of 
solutions, acids and bases, equilibrium, rates of reaction, thermodynamics, nuclear chemistry, 
and organic chemistry. Laboratory experience is extensive, and the time and effort required 
of students differs significantly from the usual high school science course. Students taking this 
course are strongly encouraged to take the Advanced Placement exam. Students taking the 
Advanced Placement exam may receive college credit if they receive a qualifying score. 
(Prerequisites: Chemistry and Algebra 2) 

Course Rationale: 

The Advanced Placement program enables willing and academically prepared students to 
pursue college-level studies - with the opportunity to earn college credit, advanced 
placement, or both - while still in high school. AP Chemistry uses scientific inquiry for 
investigation throughout the course.  This requires students to reason scientifically about 
scientific principles, theories and processes in order to establish their own understanding of 
relevant chemical information.  
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Course Scope and Sequence 

UNIT 1;  ATOMS, REACTIONS 
AND STOICHIOMETRY:  
CONNECTING THE 
MACROSCOPIC WORLD WITH 
THE NANOSCOPIC 
(3 weeks) 

UNIT 2:  REACTIONS 
INVOLVING ELECTRON 
TRANSFER, SINGLE 
REPLACEMENT, REDOX, AND 
ELECTROCHEMISTRY 
(3 weeks) 

UNIT 3:  THE DRIVING 
FORCES:  CHEMICAL ENERGY 
AND THERMODYNAMICS 

(5 weeks) 

UNIT 4:  ATOMIC AND 
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE:  
BONDING IN COVALENT, 
IONIC AND METALLIC 
SUBSTANCES 
(3 weeks)  

UNIT 5:  PARTICLES AND 
INTERACTIONS:  GASES AND 
INTERMOLECULAR FORCES 

(4 weeks) 

UNIT 6:  KINETICS:  HOW 
FAST DOES IT GO? 

(4 weeks) 

UNIT 7:  GENERAL AND 
SOLUBILITY EQUILIBRIUM:  
HOW FAR DOES IT GO?   

(5 weeks) 

UNIT 8:  ACID-BASE 
EQUILIBRIUM:  DOES IT 
PRODUCE OR ABSORB 
PROTONS? 
(4 weeks) 

AP Exam Review 
(2 weeks)  

Approved Course Materials and Resources: 

Brown, T.L., LeMay H.E., Bursten, B.E., Murphy, C., Woodard, P., Stolzfus, M.E. (2017). 
Chemistry: The Central Science (14th Edition). Pearson.  

Essential Terminology/Vocabulary 

UNIT 1:  ATOMS, REACTIONS, AND STOICHIOMETRY:  CONNECTING THE MACROSCOPIC 
WORLD WITH THE NANOSCOPIC 
actual yield, aqueous solution, Avogadro’s number, chemical equation, chemical reaction, 
coefficient, combustion, combustion reaction, complete ionic equation, compound, 
decomposition reaction, dissociation, double replacement reaction, excess reactant, formula, 
formula weight, limiting reactant, molar mass, molecular weight, mole, mole ratio, net ionic 
equation, oxidation, oxidizing agent, percent yield, precipitate, precipitation reaction, 
product, reactant, redox reaction, reducing agent, reduction, single replacement reaction, 
solute, solvent, spectator ion, stoichiometry, synthesis reaction, and theoretical yield. 

UNIT 2:  REACTIONS INVOLVING ELECTRON TRANSFER:  SINGLE REPLACEMENT, REDOX AND 
ELECTROCHEMISTRY: 
anode, battery, cathode, corrosion, dry cell, electrochemical cell, electrolysis, electrolytic cell, 
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electronegativity, electroplating, fuel cell, galvanization, half-cell, half-reaction, oxidation, 
oxidation number, oxidation-number method, oxidation-reduction reaction, oxidizing agent, 
primary battery, redox reaction, reducing agent, reduction, reduction potential, salt bridge, 
secondary battery, single replacement reaction, species, standard hydrogen electrode, and 
voltaic cell. 
 
UNIT 3:  THE DRIVING FORCES:  CHEMICAL ENERGY AND THERMODYNAMICS: 
calorie, calorimeter, chemical potential energy, energy, enthalpy, enthalpy (heat) of 
combustion, enthalpy (heat) of reaction, entropy, heat, free energy, Hess’s law, joule, law of 
conservation of energy, molar enthalpy (heat) of fusion, molar enthalpy (heat) of 
vaporization, random, second law of thermodynamics, specific heat, standard enthalpy (heat) 
of formation, spontaneous process, system, surroundings, thermochemical equation, 
thermochemistry, and universe. 
 
UNIT 4:  ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE:  BONDING IN COVALENT, IONIC AND 
METALLIC SUBSTANCES:   
alloy, anion, atom, atomic mass, atomic mass(AMU), atomic number, atomic weight, bond 
angle, bonding electrons, cation, chemical bond, coordinate covalent bond, covalent bond, 
crystal lattice, Dalton’s atomic theory, delocalized electron, double bond, electrolyte, 
electron, electron affinity, electronegativity, electron sea model, endothermic reaction, 
exothermic reaction, formula unit, hybridization, ionic bond, ionic compound, isotope, lattice 
energy, Lewis structure, mass number, metallic bond, molecular polarity, molecule, 
monatomic ion, nonbonding electrons, nonpolar covalent, oxidation number, oxyacid, 
oxyanion, neutron, pi bond, polar covalent bond, polyatomic ion, proton, resonance, sigma 
bond, single bond, structural formula, triple bond, and VSEPR model.  
 
UNIT 5:  PARTICLES AND INTERACTIONS:  GASES AND INTERMOLECULAR FORCES: 
absolute zero, adhesion, amorphous solid, atmosphere, Avogadro’s principle, barometer, 
Boyles’ law, capillary action, Charles’ law, cohesion, coefficient, combined gas law, 
condensation, crystalline solid, Dalton’s law of partial pressures, density, diffusion, dipole-
dipole force, dispersion force, elastic collision, gas, Gay-Lussac’s law, Graham’s law of 
effusion, hydrogen bond, ideal gas constant, ideal gas law, kinetic molecular theory, molar 
volume, mole, pascal, pressure, surface tension, surfactant, temperature, unit cell, vapor 
pressure, vaporization, and viscosity.  
 
UNIT 6:  KINETICS:  HOW FAST DOES IT GO? 
activated complex, activation energy, catalyst, collision theory, complex reaction, 
concentration, heterogeneous catalyst, homogeneous catalyst, inhibitor, instantaneous rate, 
intermediate, method of initial rates, rate determining step, rate law, reaction mechanism, 
reaction order, reaction rate, specific rate constant, and spontaneity.  
 
UNIT 7:  GENERAL AND SOLUBILITY EQUILIBRIUM:  HOW FAR DOES IT GO? 
chemical equilibrium, common ion, common ion effect, dynamic equilibrium, equilibrium 
constant, heterogeneous equilibrium, homogeneous equilibrium, law of chemical 
equilibrium, Le Chatelier’s principle, reversible reaction, and solubility product constant. 
 
UNIT 8: ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM:  DOES IT PRODUCE OR ABSORB PROTONS? 
acid, acid-base indicator, acidic solution, acid ionization constant, amphiprotic, Arrhenius 
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model, base, base ionization constant, basic solution, Bronsted-Lowry model, buffer, buffer 
capacity, conjugate acid-base pair, conjugate acid, conjugate base, diprotic acid, end point, 
equivalence point, hydronium ion, ion product constant for water, Lewis model, monoprotic 
acid, neutralization reaction, pH, pOH, salt, salt hydrolysis, strong acid, strong base, titrant, 
titration, triprotic acid, weak acid, and weak base. 

 

 

Unit Objectives: 

UNIT 1:  ATOMS, REACTIONS, AND STOICHIOMETRY:  CONNECTING THE MACROSCOPIC 
WORLD WITH THE NANOSCOPIC 

1. The student can justify the observation that the ratio of the masses of the constituent 
elements in any pure sample of that compound is always identical on the basis of the 
atomic molecular theory 

2. The student is able to select and apply mathematical routines to mass data to identify 
or infer the composition of pure substances and/or mixtures 

3. The student is able to select and apply mathematical relationships to mass data in 
order to justify a claim regarding the identity and/or estimated purity of a substance. [ 

4. The student is able to connect the number of particles, moles, mass, and volume of 
substances to one another, both qualitatively and quantitatively 

5. The student is able to explain the distribution of electrons in an atom or ion based 
upon data. 

6. The student is able to analyze data relating to electron energies for patterns and 
relationships. 

7. The student is able to describe the electronic structure of the atom, using PES data, 
ionization energy data, and/or Coulomb’s law to construct explanations of how the 
energies of electrons within shells in atoms vary 

8.  The student is able to explain the distribution of electrons using Coulomb’s law to 
analyze measured energies 

9. The student is able to predict and/or justify trends in atomic properties based on 
location on the periodic table and/or the shell model. 

10. Students can justify with evidence the arrangement of the periodic table and can 
apply periodic properties to chemical reactivity 

11. The student can analyze data, based on periodicity and the properties of binary 
compounds, to identify patterns and generate hypotheses related to the molecular 
design of compounds for which data are not supplied 

12.  The student is able to explain why a given set of data suggests, or does not suggest, 
the need to refine the atomic model from a classical shell model with the quantum 
mechanical model. 

13. Given information about a particular model of the atom, the student is able to 
determine if the model is consistent with specified evidence. 

14. The student is able to use data from mass spectrometry to identify the elements and 
the masses of individual atoms of a specific element. 

15. The student can justify the selection of a particular type of spectroscopy to measure 
properties associated with vibrational or electronic motions of molecules. 

16. The student is able to express the law of conservation of mass quantitatively and 
qualitatively using symbolic representations and particulate drawings 
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17. The student is able to apply conservation of atoms to the rearrangement of atoms in 
various processes 

18. The student is able to explain the properties (phase, vapor pressure, viscosity, etc.) of 
small and large molecular compounds in terms of the strengths and types of 
intermolecular forces. 

19. The student can translate an observed chemical change into a balanced chemical 
equation and justify the choice of equation type (molecular, ionic, or net ionic) in 
terms of utility for the given circumstances.  

20. The student is able to use stoichiometric calculations to predict the results of 
performing a reaction in the laboratory and/or to analyze deviations from the 
expected results 

21. The student is able to relate quantities (measured mass of substances, volumes of 
solutions, or volumes and pressures of gases) to identify stoichiometric relationships 
for a reaction, including situations involving limiting reactants and situations in which 
the reaction has not gone to completion. 

22.  The student is able to design a plan in order to collect data on the synthesis or 
decomposition of a compound to confirm the conservation of matter and the law of 
definite proportions 

23. The student is able to use data from synthesis or decomposition of a compound to 
confirm the conservation of matter and the law of definite proportions 

 
UNIT 2:  REACTIONS INVOLVING ELECTRON TRANSFER, SINGLE REPLACEMENT, REDOX, AND 
ELECTROCHEMISTRY 

1.  Students can predict properties of substances based on their chemical formulas, and 
provide explanations of their properties based on particle views. 

2. The student can predict the type of bonding present between two atoms in a binary 
compound based on position in the periodic table and the electronegativity of the 
elements. 

3. The student is able to rank and justify the ranking of bond polarity on the basis of the 
locations of the bonded atoms in the periodic table 

4. The student can create visual representations of ionic substances that connect the 
microscopic structure to macroscopic properties, and/or use representations to 
connect the microscopic structure to macroscopic properties (e.g., boiling point, 
solubility, hardness, brittleness, low volatility, lack of malleability, ductility, or 
conductivity). 

5. The student is able to explain how a bonding model involving delocalized electrons is 
consistent with macroscopic properties of metals (e.g., conductivity, malleability, 
ductility, and low volatility) and the shell model of the atom. 

6. Students can use the electron sea model of metallic bonding to predict or make claims 
about the macroscopic properties of metals or alloys. 

7. The student is able to design or evaluate a plan to collect and/or interpret data 
needed to deduce the type of bonding in a sample of a solid 

8.  The student can design and/or interpret the results of a separation experiment 
(filtration, paper chromatography, column chromatography, or distillation) in terms of 
the relative strength of interactions among and between the components. 

9. The student is able to explain the trends in properties and/or predict properties of 
samples consisting of particles with no permanent dipole on the basis of London 
dispersion forces.  
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10. The student is able to describe the relationships between the structural features of 
polar molecules and the forces of attraction between the particles.  

11. Students can translate among macroscopic observations of change, chemical 
equations, and particle views. 

12. The student is able to identify compounds as Brønsted-Lowry acids, bases, and/or 
conjugate acid-base pairs, using proton-transfer reactions to justify the identification. 

13. The student is able to identify redox reactions and justify the identification in terms of 
electron transfer 

14. The student is able to design and/or interpret the results of an experiment involving a 
redox titration. 

15. The student is able to evaluate the classification of a process as a physical change, 
chemical change, or ambiguous change based on both macroscopic observations and 
the distinction between rearrangement of covalent interactions and noncovalent 
interactions 

16. The student is able to interpret observations regarding macroscopic energy changes 
associated with a reaction or process to generate a relevant symbolic and/or graphical 
representation of the energy changes 

17. The student can make qualitative or quantitative predictions about galvanic or 
electrolytic reactions based on half-cell reactions and potentials and/or Faraday’s 
laws. 

18. The student can analyze data regarding galvanic or electrolytic cells to identify 
properties of the underlying redox reactions. 

 
UNIT 3:  THE DRIVING FORCES:  CHEMICAL ENERGY AND THERMODYNAMICS 

1. The student is able to create or use graphical representations in order to connect the 
dependence of potential energy to the distance between atoms and factors, such as 
bond order (for covalent interactions) and polarity (for intermolecular interactions), 
which influence the interaction strength.  

2. The student is able to relate temperature to the motions of particles, either via 
particulate representations, such as drawings of particles with arrows indicating 
velocities, and/or via representations of average kinetic energy and distribution of 
kinetic energies of the particles, such as plots of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. 

3.  The student can generate explanations or make predictions about the transfer of 
thermal energy between systems based on this transfer being due to a kinetic energy 
transfer between systems arising from molecular collisions. 

4. The student is able to use conservation of energy to relate the magnitudes of the 
energy changes occurring in two or more interacting systems, including identification 
of the systems, the type (heat versus work), or the direction of energy flow. 

5.  The student is able to use conservation of energy to relate the magnitudes of the 
energy changes when two non-reacting substances are mixed or brought into contact 
with one another. 

6. The student is able to use calculations or estimations to relate energy changes 
associated with heating/cooling a substance to the heat capacity, relate energy 
changes associated with a phase transition to the enthalpy of fusion/vaporization, 
relate energy changes associated with a chemical reaction to the enthalpy of the 
reaction, and relate energy changes to PΔV work.  

7. The student is able to design and/or interpret the results of an experiment in which 
calorimetry is used to determine the change in enthalpy of a chemical process 
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(heating/cooling, phase transition, or chemical reaction) at constant pressure. 
8. The student is able to draw qualitative and quantitative connections between the 

reaction enthalpy and the energies involved in the breaking and formation of chemical 
bonds. 

9.  The student is able to make claims and/or predictions regarding relative magnitudes 
of the forces acting within collections of interacting molecules based on the 
distribution of electrons within the molecules and the types of intermolecular forces 
through which the molecules interact.  

10. The student can support the claim about whether a process is a chemical or physical 
change (or may be classified as both) based on whether the process involves changes 
in intramolecular versus intermolecular interactions. 

11. The student is able to identify the noncovalent interactions within and between large 
molecules, and/or connect the shape and function of the large molecule to the 
presence and magnitude of these interactions. 

12. The student is able to use representations and models to predict the sign and relative 
magnitude of the entropy change associated with chemical or physical processes 

13. The student is able to predict whether or not a physical or chemical process is 
thermodynamically favored by determination of (either quantitatively or qualitatively) 
the signs of both ΔH° and ΔS°, and calculation or estimation of ΔG° when needed. 

14. The student is able to determine whether a chemical or physical process is 
thermodynamically favorable by calculating the change in standard Gibbs free energy.  

15. The student is able to explain how the application of external energy sources or the 
coupling of favorable with unfavorable reactions can be used to cause processes that 
are not thermodynamically favorable to become favorable. 

16. The student can use LeChatelier’s principle to make qualitative predictions for systems 
in which coupled reactions that share a common intermediate drive formation of a 
product.  

17. The student can make quantitative predictions for systems involving coupled reactions 
that share a common intermediate, based on the equilibrium constant for the 
combined reaction. 

18. The student can explain why a thermodynamically favored chemical reaction may not 
produce large amounts of product (based on consideration of both initial conditions 
and kinetic effects), or why a thermodynamically un-favored chemical reaction can 
produce large amounts of product for certain sets of initial conditions. 

 
UNIT 4:  ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE:  BONDING IN COVALENT, IONIC AND 
METALLIC SUBSTANCES 

1. The student can create a representation of an ionic solid that shows essential 
characteristics of the structure and interactions present in the substance. 

2. The student is able to explain a representation that connects properties of an ionic 
solid to its structural attributes and to the interactions present at the atomic level. 

3. The student is able to compare the properties of metal alloys with their constituent 
elements to determine if an alloy has formed, identify the type of alloy formed, and 
explain the differences in properties using particulate level reasoning. 

4. The student can create a representation of a metallic solid that shows essential 
characteristics of the structure and interactions present in the substance. 

5. The student is able to explain a representation that connects properties of a metallic 
solid to its structural attributes and to the interactions present at the atomic level. 
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6. The student can create a representation of a covalent solid that shows essential 
characteristics of the structure and interactions present in the substance 

7. The student is able to explain a representation that connects properties of a covalent 
solid to its structural attributes and to the interactions present at the atomic level.  

8. The student can create a representation of a molecular solid that shows essential 
characteristics of the structure and interactions present in the substance.  

9. The student is able to explain a representation that connects properties of a 
molecular solid to its structural attributes and to the interactions present at the 
atomic level. 

 
UNIT 5:  PARTICLES AND INTERACTIONS:  GASES AND INTERMOLECULAR FORCES 

1. The student is able to use KMT and concepts of intermolecular forces to make 
predictions about the macroscopic properties of gases, including both ideal and 
nonideal behaviors. 

2. The student is able to refine multiple representations of a sample of matter in the gas 
phase to accurately represent the effect of changes in macroscopic properties on the 
sample 

3. The student can apply mathematical relationships or estimation to determine 
macroscopic variables for ideal gases 

4. The student can qualitatively analyze data regarding real gases to identify deviations 
from ideal behavior and relate these to molecular interactions. 

5. The student is able to use aspects of particulate models (i.e., particle spacing, motion, 
and forces of attraction) to reason about observed differences between solid, liquid 
and gas phases and among solid, liquid and gas materials 

 
UNIT 6:  KINETICS:  HOW FAST DOES IT GO? 

1. The student is able to design and/or interpret the results of an experiment regarding 
the factors (i.e., temperature, concentration, surface area) that may influence the rate 
of a reaction. 

2. The student is able to analyze concentration vs. time data to determine the rate law 
for a zeroth-, first-, or second-order reaction. 

3. The student is able to connect the half-life of a reaction to the rate constant of a first-
order reaction and justify the use of this relation in terms of the reaction being a first-
order reaction. 

4. The student is able to connect the rate law for an elementary reaction to the 
frequency and success of molecular collisions, including connecting the frequency and 
success to the order and rate constant, respectively. 

5. The student is able to explain the difference between collisions that convert reactants 
to products and those that do not in terms of energy distributions and molecular 
orientation. 

6. The student is able to use representations of the energy profile for an elementary 
reaction (from the reactants, through the transition state, to the products) to make 
qualitative predictions regarding the relative temperature dependence of the reaction 
rate. 

7. The student can translate among reaction energy profile representations, particulate 
representations, and symbolic representations (chemical equations) of a chemical 
reaction occurring in the presence and absence of a catalyst. 

8. The student is able to evaluate alternative explanations, as expressed by reaction 
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mechanisms, to determine which are consistent with data regarding the overall rate 
of a reaction, and data that can be used to infer the presence of a reaction 
intermediate. 

9. The student is able to explain changes in reaction rates arising from the use of acid-
base catalysts, surface catalysts, or enzyme catalysts, including selecting appropriate 
mechanisms with or without the catalyst present. 

 
UNIT 7:  GENERAL AND SOLUBILITY EQUILIBRIUM:  HOW FAR DOES IT GO? 

1. The student is able to, given a set of experimental observations regarding physical, 
chemical, biological, or environmental processes that are reversible, construct an 
explanation that connects the observations to the reversibility of the underlying 
chemical reactions or processes. 

2. The student can, given a manipulation of a chemical reaction or set of reactions (e.g., 
reversal of reaction or addition of two reactions), determine the effects of that 
manipulation on Q or K. 

3.  The student can connect kinetics to equilibrium by using reasoning about equilibrium, 
such as LeChatelier’s principle, to infer the relative rates of the forward and reverse 
reactions. 

4. The student can, given a set of initial conditions (concentrations or partial pressures) 
and the equilibrium constant, K, use the tendency of Q to approach K to predict and 
justify the prediction as to whether the reaction will proceed toward products or 
reactants as equilibrium is approached. 

5. The student can, given data (tabular, graphical, etc.) from which the state of a system 
at equilibrium can be obtained, calculate the equilibrium constant, K 

6. The student can, given a set of initial conditions (concentrations or partial pressures) 
and the equilibrium constant, K, use stoichiometric relationships and the law of mass 
action (Q equals K at equilibrium) to determine qualitatively and/or quantitatively the 
conditions at equilibrium for a system involving a single reversible reaction 

7. The student is able, for a reversible reaction that has a large or small K, to determine 
which chemical species will have very large versus very small concentrations at 
equilibrium 

8. The student is able to use LeChatelier’s principle to predict the direction of the shift 
resulting from various possible stresses on a system at chemical equilibrium. 

9. The student is able to use LeChatelier’s principle to design a set of conditions that will 
optimize a desired outcome, such as product yield. 

10. The student is able to connect LeChatelier’s principle to the comparison of Q to K by 
explaining the effects of the stress on Q and K 

11. The student can predict the solubility of a salt, or rank the solubility of salts, given the 
relevant Ksp values 

12. The student can interpret data regarding solubility of salts to determine, or rank, the 
relevant Ksp values. 

13. The student can interpret data regarding the relative solubility of salts in terms of 
factors (common ions, pH) that influence the solubility 

14. The student can analyze the enthalpic and entropic changes associated with the 
dissolution of a salt, using particulate level interactions and representations. 

15. The student is able to express the equilibrium constant in terms of ΔG° and RT and use 
this relationship to estimate the magnitude of K and, consequently, the 
thermodynamic favorability of the process. 
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16.  The student is able to explain how solutes can be separated by chromatography 
based on intermolecular interactions. 

17. The student can draw and/or interpret representations of solutions that show the 
interactions between the solute and solvent 

18. The student is able to create or interpret representations that link the concept of 
molarity with particle views of solutions 

19. The student is able to apply Coulomb’s law qualitatively (including using 
representations) to describe the interactions of ions, and the attractions between ions 
and solvents to explain the factors that contribute to the solubility of ionic compounds 

20. The student is able to explain observations regarding the solubility of ionic solids and 
molecules in water and other solvents on the basis of particle views that include 
intermolecular interactions and entropic effects. 

21. The student can design, and/or interpret data from, an experiment that uses 
gravimetric analysis to determine the concentration of an analyte in a solution 

22. The student can design, and/or interpret data from, an experiment that uses titration 
to determine the concentration of an analyte in a solution. 

 
UNIT 8:  ACID-BASE EQUILIBRIUM:  DOES IT PRODUCE OR ABSORB PROTONS? 

1. The student can generate or use a particulate representation of an acid (strong or 
weak or polyprotic) and a strong base to explain the species that will have large versus 
small concentrations at equilibrium. 

2. The student can reason about the distinction between strong and weak acid solutions 
with similar values of pH, including the percent ionization of the acids, the 
concentrations needed to achieve the same pH, and the amount of base needed to 
reach the equivalence point in a titration.  

3. The student can interpret titration data for monoprotic or polyprotic acids involving 
titration of a weak or strong acid by a strong base (or a weak or strong base by a 
strong acid) to determine the concentration of the titrant and the pKa for a weak acid, 
or the pKb for a weak base. 

4.  The student can, based on the dependence of Kw on temperature, reason that 
neutrality requires [H+] = [OH–] as opposed to requiring pH = 7, including especially 
the applications to biological systems. 

5. The student can identify a given solution as containing a mixture of strong acids 
and/or bases and calculate or estimate the pH (and concentrations of all chemical 
species) in the resulting solution. 

6. The student can identify a given solution as being the solution of a monoprotic weak 
acid or base (including salts in which one ion is a weak acid or base), calculate the pH 
and concentration of all species in the solution, and/or infer the relative strengths of 
the weak acids or bases from given equilibrium concentrations.  

7.  The student can, given an arbitrary mixture of weak and strong acids and bases 
(including polyprotic systems), determine which species will react strongly with one 
another (i.e., with K >1) and what species will be present in large concentrations at 
equilibrium. 

8. The student can design a buffer solution with a target pH and buffer capacity by 
selecting an appropriate conjugate acid-base pair and estimating the concentrations 
needed to achieve the desired capacity. 

9. The student can relate the predominant form of a chemical species involving a labile 
proton (i.e., protonated/deprotonated form of a weak acid) to the pH of a solution 
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and the pKa associated with the labile proton. 
10. The student can identify a solution as being a buffer solution and explain the buffer 

mechanism in terms of the reactions that would occur on addition of acid or base 
11. The student can design, and/or interpret data from, an experiment that uses titration 

to determine the concentration of an analyte in a solution 
12.  The student is able to explain the relative strengths of acids and bases based on 

molecular structure, interparticle forces, and solution equilibrium 
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